HOW YOUR DONATION COULD HELP*

- **$25**: Could buy research supplies so scientists can work toward finding new ways to prevent, detect, and/or treat breast cancer.

- **$25**: Could provide supplies for advocates educating lawmakers on critical issues impacting the breast cancer community.

- **$50**: Could provide gas for a person in need so they can get to their next chemotherapy appointment.

- **$54**: Could provide patient navigation for 1 patient for a month, providing support, resources and removing barriers to care.

- **$200**: Could provide one screening mammogram for someone in need.

- **$400**: Could support an early career scientist for a day as she/he develops breakthroughs for the most aggressive and deadly breast cancers.

- **$500**: Could assist those in treatment for Stage I-Stage III breast cancer.

- **$750**: Could support people living with metastatic (stage 4) breast cancer.

- **$1,000**: Could support an oncologist for the day as they run a clinical trial in effort to get new treatment and care strategies to breast cancer patients.

Komen’s Financial Assistance Program provides financial support for income eligible people in breast cancer treatment and those living with metastatic (stage 4) breast cancer.

*Donations raised are unrestricted and could be used for items such as these and many more!